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hindi 48fps. read. Apparently his face didn’t fit. The rest of the cast

were fine. 2) After the reviewer is taken to the wardrobe
department where he tries to get into Kiyoko’s skimpy outfit,

someone is yelling at him. It’s Masako Matsumoto who, by the way,
gave voice to Daisy from Disney’s Tangled. She was wonderful and
hysterical. 3) It was hard to believe the length of the show – it was
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only about 10 minutes. I only caught the final couple of minutes.
Gotta say this: the girly music that got my attention at the

beginning was catchy, but I couldn’t stop humming it after a while.
4) Director Adachi Masaaki once again has a wonderful eye for

detail. He showed us not only the costumes of the Getter but also
of the recurring characters like Seiji’s grandparents and Seiji’s

former
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